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The Bo-Kaap district spreads out along the northeastern flanks of
cheaper housing, they also standardized windows and doors and
Signal Hill in the shadow of CapeTown's most significant topograplucal
eliminated the decorative gables and parapets typical of hgher income
feature, Table Mountain, and overlooks the city's business &strict.
areas.7 While the some of the eighteenth century terraces exhibited
Accordmg to contemporary hstorical constructions, the district includes
typical Cape Dutch detads such as undulating parapets, two panel portals,
four areas - Schotschekloof, Schoonekloof, Stadzicht and the Old
and fixed upper sash and movable lower sash windows, the arrival of
Malay Quarter, but none of these names appear on official maps (except
the British at the end of the eighteenth century altered the style once
Schotschekloof, which is the official name for the entire area).' The
again. Typical elements of Georgian architecture such as slim windows,
first three were named after the original farmsteads which were
paneled double doors and fanlights, found their way into housing of all
transformed into residential quarters, Schoonekloof having been
social classes, includng the rental housing in the B O - K ~At~ the
~ .end
~
developed in the late nineteenth century and Schotschekloof and
of the nineteenth century, new housing in the Bo-Kaap began to include
Stadzicht during and immediately following World War 11.'
pitched roofs, bay windows, and cast iron work on balconies and
Schotschekloof tenements -monotonous modernist slabs -were
verandahs, at a time when a larger number of houses also became the
erected for Cape Muslims during the 1940s as housing to replace slums
property of the occupant^.^ A dense network of alleys and narrow,
leveled as a result of the 1934 Slum Act. The area known as the Old
sometimes hidden passageways ties the houses of the Bo-Kaap together.
In most houses, a central passageway leads directly from the front to
Malay Quarter, bounded by Buitengracht, Strand,Voelboog andwitford
the back door and then opening onto a walled courtyard where the
streets, is the oldest inhabited section, parts of which date back to the
family could socialize in private. O n the front, the stoep faces the
seventeenth century.
Just what constitutes now - and constituted in the past - the Bo-Kaap
street and serves as a place where more public socializing can occur.
is hotly contested. Although the city was founded by the Dutch East
This housing type extended through not only the smaller area today
Indies Company in 1652, land grants permitting permanent settlement
described as the Bo-Kaap west of Buitengracht Street, but the trahtional
in CapeTown were only doled out in 1658. After Jan deWaal purchased
area, from Long Street and parts of Adderly Street up the flanks of
the land in the Schotschekloof in 1760, and between 1763 and 1768 he
Signal Hill and out to Amsterdam Street and the old coastline and docks
erected several small rental houses on the flanks of Signal Hill, the
below Loader Street. The archtectural texture of the Bo-Kaap to the
earliest such housing in the area that came to be known as B o - K a a ~ . ~ west and east of Buitengracht Street &ffered little through most of the
Several slave lodges were constructed there during the eighteenth
nineteenth century, so much so that some documents at the CapeTown
century, all of which disappeared following the abolition of slavery by
Planning Department describe the Bo-Kaap as extending to Adderly
the British government in 1834, a period whlch also saw the construction
and Long Streets even today. Even residents of the area are unsure of
of rental housing, especially low-cost housing, grow at a significantly
the precise boundaries of the various sections of this part of CapeTown.
greater rate after 1840.' Over the course of the nineteenth century,
These are more than academic disputes: The Malay Quarter,
the Bo-Kaap gradually became one of two major working class districts
situated between Wale and Strand streets, is asserted as the historic
in CapeTown; housed in narrow housing terraces snalang up the flanks
center of Muslim CapeTown and the heart of the Bo-Kaap, and as such,
of Signal Hill, former black and mixed race slaves mingled with the rest
is the subject of a historic preservation campaign. Indeed, the controls
of the city's working class of European and Asian origins.'
exerted by Islam on its members in Cape Town, and their manifest
The ty-pica1 block form in the Bo-Kaap consisted of rows of narrow,
differences from the Christian community, encouraged them to cluster
flat roofed single story flats with plastered facades. The lack of
together in the city's working class areas, where they could be called to
appropriately dunensioned timber dictated roof spans and room widths,
prayer five times daily, and where it would be easier to maintain their
and the poor quality of locally produced bricks meant that walls needed
religious and social practices. Nonetheless, such designations leave the
to be plastered, gave Cape architecture some of its most characteristic
Waterkand area (between the Strand and the old docks) and the rest of
feature^.^ These features were especially pronounced in the Bo-Kaap, Schotschekloof out of the equation, but equally importantly, they
where absentee landlords built rows of housing units significantly
seriously &stort the history of the district as a ~ h o l e . ' Of
~ equal
narrower than were the houses in the oldest part of the city. Aiming for
import for the Bo-Kaap in the nineteenth century with respect to race

was class: the working class which inhabited the small housing terraces
included mixes of race and ethnicity, and also included worlung class
whtes. City officials from the second half of the nineteenth century
through most of the twentieth century found the Bo-Kaap disturbing
not only because of race, but because it collected a mix of working class
and unemployed poor, and along with them a range of locales associated
with vice. Bars and hotels in the Bo-Kaap drew negative press in the
late nineteenth century because they were characterized as places from
which"a stream of moral pollution is constantly flowing."" Even though
there was an exodus of"whte" residents of the Bo-Kaap once the area
began to fill up with newly emancipated coloured and black slaves in the
1830s, low-income whites families continued to lire there throughout
most of the twentieth century.
The relations between the Muslim community and the Christian
authorities of CapeTown were far from smooth. Until well into the
nineteenth century, Cape Town authorities forbade the Muslim
community to practice its religion, so secret meetings were held in
homes and in an abandoned quarry along the flanks of Signal Hill. In
1886, city authorites forbade the Muslims from using their historic
burial grounds, supposedly for reasons of public health (CapeTown had
been hit by a smallpox epidemic in 1882). TheTana Baru (new ground)
had long been the community's cemetery, parts of which dated back to
1805. The forcible closure prompted immediate disobedence and a
massive rebellion and riots that enflamed the city for days, rallying the
Muslim community as no other government action had managed to do
in the past.
For white Cape Town residents, class concerns intersected with
racial fears prompted by the steady migration of black Africans to South
Africa's urban areas; throughout the twentieth century a series of laws
tightened the grip of the white minority over coloured and black South
Africans, particularly spatial control. In 1923 the Native Urban Areas
Act forbade black Africans from owning land anywhere except rural
areas. By contrast with the laws regarhng blacks, control over other
racial groups varied throughout South Africa. The fear of Cape Coloured
and Inhans moving into white areas finally spurred enactment of the
Group Areas Act in 1950, which instituted a formal policy of separating
races in different areas. These assorted acts were not simply neutral
statements about racial separation; they werved as he legal pretext for
forcibly classifying and separating the different racial groups, and as
they were implemented, the effect on families and individuals was
devastating. Under the color of t h s purportedly legal system, between
1950 and 1984 over 126,000 families were forced to abandon their
homes and businesses and move to the Cape Flats area. l 2 Cars arrived
with GG license plates, and indvidual families were pressured to move
out. Although many said that they would not go, as one of the former
residents, Pedro Meyer, describes it, one day their houses would suddenly
be empty, the famiies having moved to the Cape Flats. l 3 A combination
of threats and quiet harassment ultimately convinced people to leave.
The black Africans were the first to go; they lived throughout the BoKaap, but throughout the 1960s they were steahly removed. Mrs.
Miriam Bakana ran a small hotel for 14 Bantu laborers at 18 Dixon
Street; in 1963 the city's &rector of Bantu administration notified the
town clerk that since new housing was being made available for the
Bantu (in the Cape Flats) her license would not be renewed;
furthermore, she and her husband would also be required to move to
Guguletu Bantu township according to the provisions of the Natives
(Urban Areas) Consolidation Act. I' Once the black Africans had been
removed, attention turned to the Coloured population. A slow
bureaucratic and legalistic process of denying residence and business
permits gave spurious legitimacy to the racist program.
The owner of the small grocery store at the end of Loader Street
recalled how up until 1969 there had been thirteen shops nearby, but in
2000, only h s remained." Although a Muslim who lived behind his
shop in defiance of the law, Mr. Ali managed to resist the pressure to
move even after officials attempted to claim that he had no business

permit. He showed them h s permit, w h c h also included a small hotel
behind the shop and which gave h m the semi-legal grounds for living
there with his family. Mr. Ali purchased the property in defiance of
laws forbidding such ownershp to coloured people through subterfuge:
an elderly gay man who lived nearby held 51% title in a fictitious
comuanv.
w h l e he held the other 49%.
1
J'
Prior to apartheid, there had been no such thing as a coloured
identitv. As informants re~eatedlv
asserted in interviews. those who
I
i
were wealthy enough could move up in society, and so could those who
were pale enough to pass for w h t e . Most families had branches which
intermarried with people of different races and ethnicities, which were
only redefined as W h t e , Coloured and Native in 1950. In the same
year, the Population Registration Act required all South .4fricans to be
classified accordmg to race - a necessary component of the Group Areas
Act, for races could not be isolated if race was not a fixed component of
an individual's identity. In 1953, the Separate Amenities Act ensured
that facilities would be clearly identified as being available to a particular
racial group. These legal prois for apartheid led to the forty iear effort
to clear the black and coloured South African uouulation
out of areas
I
I
reserved for whites, and to the creation of a ring of townships spreadmg
out in the Caue
Flats south of the citv.
ThevJ also led to the destruction
1
i
of some of the city's oldest and most richly textured urban hstricts,
such as District Six. and to the fundamental transformation of others.
such as the Bokaap.
Already by the 1930s, an awareness of the poor physical condition
of Bo-Kaap's builhngs converged with fears about crime, dsorder,
infectious diseases and racial mixing, setting in motion movements to
eradcate the slum^.'^ While the public rationales for the Slum Clearance
Act named the bad effects uuon slum dwellers of unhealthful conhtions
in substandard housing, the judgments in fact concerned the effect of
slums on the population that did not live there. One of the areas
designated for "urban renewaywas the Bokaap, along with District Six
and the area between Bokaap and the docks. The latter was the first to
go, but because no replacement housing was provided when demolition
began, residents crowded into the other areas, replicating and even
worsening the very conditions slum removal was designed to cure.
The dubious success of this first program significantly slowed
implementation of slum removal in the other two areas, but the City
Council nonetheless proceeded to acquire so-called derelict housing in
the Old Malay Quarter and to plan for the rows of tenement flats in the
Schotschekloof. World War I1 intervened, and forced city officials to
place the plans on hold until after the war.
Although the process of dismantling mixed race urban areas dates
back to the slum removal campaigns of the 1930s, it heated up after the
1948 elections that brought the Nationalist Party to power, when
apartheid became formal public policy. In turn, the assault on this
working class, racially mixed district also triggered a response from
members of the white community who wanted to preserve the urban
texture of the Bokaap. The hstory of the Bo-Kaapbecomes increasingly
complex, as the efforts to preserve it as a 'Malay' quarter were led by
a w h t e man, theAfr~kaanswriter and poet I. D. du Plessis." Beginning
in the late 1940s, du Plessis spearheaded a campaign to recognize a
section of the Bo-Kaap as the historic Malay Quarter, not because of
dstinguished architecture but on cultural grounds, because of what he
argued was a hstoric community which had continuously inhabited the
area for nearly two hundred years.
Du Plessis was responsible for designating the Bo-Kaap as the area
between Chiappini and Rose Streets, fromWale Street to Strand Street.
From the 1930s forward, Du Plessis aggressively led the campaign for
the preservation of the Bo-Kaap as an exclusively Malay quarter. His
role as the Secretary of Coloured Affairs in the first Apartheid cabinet
after the 1948 Nationalist Party victory gave him the political clout to
see that h s goals were acheved - the Bo-Kaap was not leveled as
District Six had been. What up until the end of the 1930s had been
repeatedly reviled in the press as slum became, from the 1940s onward,

a quaint and picturesque corner of CapeTown whose identity needed to
be preserved. In order to preserve the Bo-Kaap, however, du Plessis
had to construct a narrative that would support this objective. In an era
when the goal was to acheve complete racial apartheid through the
Group Areas Act, preserving the Bo-Kaap as a Muslim, or Malay,
Quarter, neatly resolved the problem. Du Plessis could claim that the
coloured population was being kept together in one &strict, just as the
Grouo
Areas Act reauired. while at the same time. the small scale
1
neighborhood was being retained, with its picturesque houses and street
life. Achmat Davids observes that the Muslim communitv.
defined as
i'
"Cape Malay", were encouraged to see themselves as the elite among
an otherwise oppressed group, and that indeed, since 1925 they had
sought the designation of a Malay identity that separated and raised
them above people of Indian, African and mixed descent." An article
in a resistance newspaper,TheTorch (1 1 March 1952) praised the Cape
Malays as being more civilized than and distinct from the "savage and
benighted blacks," even though the latter were often Christian.19
Du Plessis finally achieved h s objective in 1957, when the swath of
territory today known as Bo-Kaap was designated a"Ma1ay Group Area,"
and historians such as Jeppe argue that this was part of h s strategy as
Secretarv
of Coloured Affairs to ensure that a 1oolicvJ of &vide and rule
J
was acheved in a local setting2' The story, as we shall see, is more
comolicated than can be exulained
bvJ the written history-.
but even the
I
J '
recorded history is i n t r i p g . By framing themselves as the elite among
the far more numerous coloured and black groups, the Muslims, or
Malay people, did not see their fates entertwined with those of the
other groups and hence they separated themselves politically from
them - something that continues even today, as CapeTown is the only
place in post-apartheid South Africa where the National Party continues
to be elected to govern the city. Of course, groups within the coloured
population also saw themselves as superior t o the native, or black,
population, and likewise have not always seen their strugles as allied.
Therefore., the reservation of the Bo-Kaap required the removal of
all non-Muslim coloured people. Pedro Meyer reported that some
coloured people converted to Islam in order to apply for residence
permits in the Bo-Kaap, but generally, the removal of the non-Muslim
population was an unrelenting, ongoing process.
In terms of the urban and preservation programs being advanced
for the Bo-Kaap, this meant that other groups had to be removed from
the Bo-Kaap if the Malay identity of the area were to be maintained.
Du Plessis warned repeatedly about the danger the community faced
from the presence of other groups, and before the Group Areas Act,
particularly the native population, which he argued was ero&ng the
strong Muslim community.
In 1944, du Plessis wrote:
1

L

1

1

"Shebeens have sprung up in clusters, urineis bought i nfrom Monday
to Saturdaj by 'runners,' dagga smokers make the M a l q Quarter
unsafe, and an i n y u s ofnotires has added to the housing problems of
the Malays. Any renovation ....should lead to saving the most
picturesque part o f t h e city- and preserving for some o f t h e Ma1aj.s a
place which enables them to live according to their custom^."^'

In order to protect the Bo-Kaap, du Plessis fought both the City
Council and the steady encroachment of commercial development that
pressed upwards from Buitengracht, just as it already had already swept
through most of the blocks north of Long Street throughout the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Despite his best efforts,
however, some of the properties which the council purchased from the
1930s on were leveled, and the blocks redrawn to accommodate
commericial uses in 196 1 .I2 And even though it had been designated a
Group Area in 1957, the Mayor's office was still declaring that other
than a first group of 17 houses renovated in 1950, the rest of the
housing stock remained dilapidated slums to be torn down before
redevelopment could occur. 2 3 Du Plessis argued that because of the

"charm which time [had] bestowed on [them]," the original buildings
should remain and be renovated as a far more appealing draw for
tourists. '2 O n 5 July 1957, the Council finally issued a proclamation
limiting all future development t o residential use, effectively
terminating the threat of comhercial development. A tug-of-war aboit
restoration ensued through the 1980s, as the residents sought assistance
to pay for renovations,Bssistance that was largely not lforthcoming
from the Council. Between 1970 and 1976, another 52 units were
renovated in the core of the Bo-Kaap, and in 1985, a third group was
slated for renovation. T h s last 0n o u o1 of 69 buildin~s
was destined not
0
for existingresidents in the Bo-Kaap, but for sale on the open market at
well above the orices most residents of the Bo-Kaao
could afford. The
I
Council justified their actions on the grounds that they needed to recover
some of their costs, but for the Bo-Kaap, the spectre of gentrification
now became a reality. Under apartheid, the young professionals who
purchased these houses were still coloured, but after the end of apartheid,
the small houses became available to all races. Since 1985, much of the
preservation attention at the Bo-Kaa~has been focused on how to
resist gentrification and maintain the integrity not only of the housing
stock, but of the community itself.
To return to the issue of the community's identity, I remarked
earlier that du Plessis had to construct a narrative about the originary
"Malay" character of the Bo-Kaap, which necessarily entailed eliminating
or downplaying the historic presence of other low-income and working
class groups. The other groups - Filipino, African, Portuguese, Italian,
and others defined as coloured - were eliminated from the histories du
Plessis wrote. and thevJ are still absent todav.
Street names sometimes
J
testify to the origins of those who settled a section, such as Chiappini
Street. but elsewhere their Ioresence has been comoletelv
erased.
1
J
Narratives presented by local Muslims and Muslim tour guides emphasize
that todav's
Malavi residents followed their Imams to CaoeTown
when
i
I
the Dutch removed them from Indonesia, especially Java, and
imorisoned them on Robben Island. In their stories. an unbroken tradition
from the late seventeenth century up to today binds the Muslims to the
Bo-Kaap. The inhabitants of the early slave lodges in the Bo-Kaap did
include Muslims from Indonesia, but they also included slaves from
elsewhere in Africa, Sri Lanka. and India.
a a ~ documents the lives of the Muslim
Likewise, the ~ d - ~museum
families in the Bo-Kaap, but completely ignores the presence of other
groups. Just three blocks over from Wale Street, where the Bo-Kaap
Museum is located, is the area largely settled not by Muslims, but by
people from the island of St. Helena who are Anglicans. Their
descendants apparently mingled freely with the Muslim population,
and indeed, in the second half of the twentieth century the most
prominent and sought after midwife in the Bo-Kaap is an Anglican
woman from this communitv.
The houses on Bloem Street and its
J
environs, with the Anglican church of St. Paul's, are in general much
smaller than those near Wale Street. and have not benefitted from
renovation funds that have spruced up other parts of the Bo-Kaap.
One hotlvi debated issue in recent ivears is the auestion
of who built
I
the housing in the Bo-Kaap; many hstorians believe that the labor force
consisted of European artisans who immigrated to CapeTown following
the.4nglo-French war ofthe 1780s, but those involved in the Bo-Kaap
preservation community maintain that it was Cape Malay artisans who
were responsible for the b ~ i l & n g s . ~Nonetheless,
j
even the Bo-Kaap
museum itself was originally a house erected by Jan de Waal in the
1760s, in what was called the Dutch style. Although more research will
be necessary to establish the ethnic make up of the labor force, it seems
unlikely that some of the slaves and indentured servants brought in
from throughout the world were not involved in the construction
industry.
The section of the Bo-Kaap between Loader Street and the docks,
today known as DeWaterkant [waterside], is part of the historic worlung
class Bo-Kaap &strict even though du Plessis excluded it from the borders
he drew for the Bo-Kaap. DeWaterkant has only been recognized as a

distinct area in its own right during the last decade, when most of the
renovations have been completed and it has become a public center of
gay culture. Only the removal of the coloured population during the
1960s and 1970s made it possible for this new group t o move in and
gentrify De Waterkant. Much of the b u i l d q stock remained in place,
however, and has been gentrified over the past three decades into an
area of small bed and breakfast hotels, bars, restaurants and coffee
shops. It has also become the center of CapeTown's gay community,
with a full complement of clubs, bath houses, theaters, galleries and
associated retail and commercial activities. Historically, the section of
de Waterkant below Loader Street, because of its proximity t o the
Docks, was known as a 'den of iniquity,' full of bars, brothels and flop
houses. A typical case is the Manhattan Cafe, w h c h was originally (in
the eighteenth century) a house, then it became a hotel, later a brothel
and bar, and now the Manhattan Cafe. Although the polemics about
vice in t h s area date back t o the mid-nineteenth century, perfectly
respectable working class families of a variety of races and ethnicities
continued to live and work in the area until the Group Areas Act and the
forced removals of the 1960s and 1970s.
Apparently there was a long-standing but generally quiet presence
of homosexual presence in the Bo-Kaap (remember that it was an
elderly gay man who helped Ali purchase h s grocery store), even
beforeWorldWar 11. Because these histories are not recorded officially
recorded, it is difficult t o reconstruct them. But interviews with
members of the gay community confirm that the gay presence in de
Waterkant and the Bo-Kaap generally predates the recent gentrification
of de Waterkant. Although not known outside of the gay community,
even I. D. du Plessis, who launched his campaign to preserve the Malay
Quarter during the 1940, was homosexual, with a particular preference
for Malay men. l6 The role of du Plessis' homosexuality and preference
for young Malay men has been completely ignored in histories of the
Bo-Kaap, but nonetheless it is intriguing. Like many homosexuals of
western European descent of the last two centuries, du Plessis had t o
conceal h s sexual preference, and like many others, he also gravitated
toward men of a lower class and especially coloured men. Just how this
led him t o fetishize Malay culture and Malay identity cannot be
reconstructed, but in doing so he managed t o transform his personal
fetish into an arm of state policy with the creation of a Malay identity,
and t o marry this identity with a specific urban area, the Bo-Kaap.
Perhaps t h s was only possible because his personal goals intersected
with National Party apartheid policy, but nonetheless it is clear that du
Plessis was largely responsible for designating the borders of the BoKaap, identifying it as a coloured area, and one that should be preserved
for the Malays. It is then somethng of an irony that the center of the
homosexual community in CapeTown is part of the historic Bo-Kaap,
with an identical urban fabric and comparable history of diverse
architectural influences.
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